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The Pion Single Event Effect Resonance and its
Impact in an Accelerator Environment

Andrea Coronetti, Rubén Garcı́a Alı́a, Matteo Cecchetto, Wojtek Hajdas, Daniel Söderström, Arto Javanainen,
and Frédéric Saigné

Abstract—The pion resonance in the nuclear reaction cross
section is seen to have direct impact on the Single Event
Effect (SEE) cross-section of modern electronic devices. This was
experimentally observed for Single Event Upsets and for Single
Event Latchup. RPP (Rectangular ParallelePiped) models built
to fit proton data confirm the existence of the pion SEE cross
section resonance. The impact on current Radiation Hardness
Assurance (RHA) Soft Error Rate (SER) predictions is however
minimal for the accelerator environment since this is dominated
by high neutron fluxes. The resonance is not seen to have a major
impact on the High Energy Hadron equivalence approximation
established for testing in mixed-field facilities.

Index Terms—Pions, Protons, Neutrons, Accelerator, SEE,
Soft Error Rate, Cross Section, RHA, FLUKA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Alike protons and neutrons, pions can interact with Silicon
nuclei by inelastic collisions. The consequent indirect energy
deposition along the recoil ionization track can lead to Single
Event Effects (SEE) in electronic devices. The pion Soft Error
Rate (SER) is expected to be similar or higher than those from
proton and neutron indirect energy depositions. The potential
higher SER from pions is due to the resonance in the inelastic
collision reaction cross section in the 100-250 MeV energy
region [1]. Typically, the p-Si interaction has a reaction cross
section of 400 mb in this energy region. In the resonance the
π-Si interaction can reach up to 800 mb.

Pions differ from protons and neutrons because they are
lighter (rest mass 139.47 MeV/c2) and because they can have
positive, negative or neutral charge. The inelastic collision
mechanism is dominant when it comes to SEE generation.
However, negative pions can also be absorbed by the nucleus.
The consequent de-excitation leads to secondary emission of
particles capable of causing SEEs. Differently from protons
and neutrons, charged pions decay into muons or electrons
within few nanoseconds. Neutral pions decay even faster,
making their flux completely negligible.
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With such a short lifespan, pions can provide an important
contribution to the SER only if electronic devices are located
nearby pion generation points. This is the case of particle
accelerators where electronics is subject to pion fluxes in
amounts comparable to those of protons and neutrons [2], [3].
Pions can also be found in atmospheric environments since
they are part of the cosmic ray cascade which is responsible
for the formation of high neutron and muon fluxes. Most
of the muons in the atmosphere are generated by decay of
pions. The pion fluxes in the atmosphere are more important
at higher altitudes [4], but these fluxes are still a few orders
of magnitude lower than those of neutrons.

Even when pion fluxes are important, the standard Ra-
diation Hardness Assurance (RHA) approach is to assume
that pion SEE cross sections are identical to those of protons
and neutrons at energies above 20 MeV. For this reason, the
200 MeV proton data point is commonly used to predict the
mixed field SER in the accelerator [5]. Not many experimental
radiation data for pion-induced SEE exist in the literature and
none of such experiments was performed within the last 15
years in spite of the emerging challenges introduced by recent
deep sub-micron technologies. The existing radiation data are
also rather contrasting. A first work on Dynamic Random
Access Memories (DRAM) Single Event Upsets (SEU) [6]
pointed out a quite predominant increase in the pion SEU
cross section when compared to that of protons. Depending
on the technology employed by the different manufacturers,
the pion cross section was found to be as high as three times
that of protons. A second work on Static Random Access
Memories (SRAM) and DRAMs SEUs [7], though showing
that the reaction cross section resonance is somewhat reflected
in an increase in the SER, still shows that this increase is
much less pronounced. Thus, no conclusion concerning a pion
enhancement of the SER was confirmed.

The present work aims at extending the knowledge about
the pion reaction resonance and its possible effects on the
SER in mixed-field. Experimental data collected at the Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI) with mono-energetic pion beams show
that the pion SEE cross section of commercial SRAMs is
typically higher than the proton SEE cross sections at energies
above 75 MeV. The experimental investigation dealt not only
with SEUs, but also with Single Event Latchups (SEL). The
pion reaction resonance was investigated through FLUKA2011
2x.6 Mar 19 [8] simulations to understand why pions have a
higher probability of inducing SEEs over the wide range of
technological processes under analysis. The fundamental im-
plications for RHA SER predictions of accelerator electronics
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TABLE I
HADRONIC ABUNDANCE OF HIGH ENERGY HADRONS (E > 20 MEV) FOR
SOME TEST POSITIONS INSIDE CHARM [11]. ALL CHARGED PIONS ARE

GROUPED TOGETHER.

Position Pions Protons Neutrons Kaons
R5 15.7% 13.8% 69.9% 0.6%
R10 22.7% 17.3% 58.9% 1.1%
R13 37.0% 20.2% 42.8% 0.0%

are reasserted to account for this effect. The impact on the
High Energy Hadron (HEH) equivalence [3] for mixed-field
SER predictions is also reassessed.

II. HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATOR ENVIRONMENT

Along with protons and neutrons, pions are an important
contributor to the overall mixed-field environment typical of
the CERN accelerator complex. They are released over a
widespread energy spectrum by the high-energy spallation
reactions (threshold energy for production of 141 MeV [9])
of the primary proton beam at the interaction points in p-p
collisions [10], but also in collisions with beam intercepting
devices (e.g. collimators) and with the residual gas in the
vacuum pipes.

Fig. 1 reports a comparison of the pion, proton and neutron
differential energy spectra for a typical CHARM (CERN
Highly AcceleRated Mixed-field facility) [12] configuration
representative of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) tunnel and
of the shielded alcoves. The graph shows that the differential
pion flux is similar to the proton flux. However, the peak pion
flux is located between 300 MeV and 1 GeV, i.e. above the
resonance region.

Table I reports on the hadronic abundance of each type of
hadron. The table only accounts for energies above 20 MeV.
This is the minimum energy that charged pions and protons
must have to overcome the Coulomb barrier (when consid-
ering also their energy loss through standard microelectronic
packaging structures). When it comes to SEEs, neutrons tend
to dominate most of the accelerator relevant environments.
However, in R13 the pion abundance is very similar to that of
neutrons. This position is used for qualification of equipment
to be located in very energetic radiative environments at
CERN.

Traditionally, electronic systems used at CERN are quali-
fied at CHARM because of its environment representativeness.
Component qualification is alternatively performed by means
of mono-energetic proton beams or neutron spallation sources.
While the latter is quite similar to the CHARM qualification
approach, mono-energetic proton testing covers only for a
small part of the actual spectrum. These mono-energetic data
are then used to account also for the pion flux, under the
assumption that the pion SEE cross section can be considered
equivalent to that of protons.

III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

The experimental investigation focuses on SRAMs since
these memories are widely used for detection of radiation
levels in the CERN LHC accelerator complex [13], as well as

Fig. 1. Pion, proton and neutron differential fluxes in typical accelerator
mixed-field environment for two CHARM configurations representative of
the LHC tunnel and the shielded alcoves [11].

Fig. 2. Concentration of electrons, pions and muons for negative polarity in
percentage as a function of the momentum. Measurements performed with
Time Of Flight measurements [15].

in actual accelerator equipment designs exposed to radiation
[14]. Since SRAMs are used to determine the HEH fluence
in the mixed-field, a direct assessment of their response to
mono-energetic pions and protons was the best option.

A. Facilities

The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) offers a wide range of
particle beams for radiation to electronics effects studies. Pions
are produced at the piM1 facility [15] by nuclear spallation
of a 590 MeV proton mono-energetic beam from the High In-
tensity Proton Accelerator on a target. The secondary particles
that are transported at the test position are pions, electrons
and muons. Pions can be found only with a momentum
ranging from 115 to 345 MeV/c. However, the beam is not
fully composed of pions, but its composition changes with the
momentum. Fig. 2 reports the Time-of-Flight measurements
performed by the facility to determine the beam composition
at various momenta. Data were also extracted for the used mo-
mentum (130, 200, 270 and 345 MeV/c) which correspond,
respectively, to 51, 104, 164 and 233 MeV in terms of pion
energy.

The particles momentum is selected by a double bending
magnet structure. The dosimetry instruments cannot differen-
tiate among particles, so the beam compositions reported in
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Fig. 2 have to be accounted for when considering the actual
flux of pions at the Device Under Test (DUT). The maximum
pion flux that can be extracted is 3 · 106 π−/cm2/s at
233 MeV, but it gets as low as 5 · 104 π−/cm2/s at 51 MeV.

Even for such cases when the beam is mostly composed of
electrons (90% at 51 MeV), it is assumed that all the recorded
events are induced by pions since electrons have SEU and SEL
cross sections which are at least 3 orders of magnitude lower
[16].

Given the wide flux range it was not possible to perform
flux measurements at the facility by means of a single set
of instruments. Three different methods were employed for
pion flux logging. A first method, used for high energy
(> 100 MeV) and high flux (> 5 · 105 π−/cm2/s), made use
of an ionization chamber positioned at the beam exit just be-
fore the DUT. A second method, used for lower energy beams
(51 MeV only), made use of the proton current measurements
upstream the spallation target which were converted into a
pion flux by calibration with a scintillator. A final method,
employed for high energy beams (> 100 MeV) and low flux
(< 5 · 105 π−/cm2/s), consisted in measuring the beam
intensity from the current produced by a scintillator. This was
first located in place of the DUT for calibration means and
then positioned behind the DUT during the tests.

Considering the uncertainties on the beam composition
measurements and the use of various set of instruments to
retrieve the flux, a global uncertainty of ±20% on the beam
fluence is accounted for the cross section error bars. The
spatial homogeneity of the beam (±10%) was attained only
for a spot size with 10 mm diameter and was measured by
means of a pixelated ionization chamber.

Proton testing has been performed at the Kernfysisch
Versneller Instituut (KVI-CART facility) and at the Proton
Irradiation Facility (PIF) in PSI. For KVI-CART the same
cyclotron can be tuned to provide protons with primary energy
of 190 or 66.5 MeV. The PIF Cyclotron can accelerate proton
up to a primary energy of 230 MeV. At both cyclotrons,
the primary energies were also degraded to lower and inter-
mediate energies (30-164 MeV) by means of Aluminum or
Copper slabs of several thicknesses. For proton irradiation,
the experiments were conducted using fluxes in the order of
107 p/cm2/s for SEU and 3 · 105 − 106 p/cm2/s for SEL.
In both facilities the beam is homogeneous within ±10% over
a large area (5 to 10 cm2). The beam intensity is monitored
with ionization chambers and the fluence is determined within
an uncertainty of ±10%.

B. Experimental Results

This study was performed by analysing the SEE response
of a set of six commercial CMOS (Complementary Metal
Oxide Semiconductor) SRAMs with technological nodes vary-
ing from 250 nm to 40 nm. Four of these six memories
were characterized against their SEU response, whereas the
other two were known to have a relatively high SEL proton
cross section that could be relevant for the limited pion flux
available. Main data about these memories are reported in
Table II. The first three SRAMs in this table were irradiated

TABLE II
LIST OF TESTED DEVICES AND THEIR FEATURES.

Reference Array size, Mbits Technology Lid
AT86166H-YM20-E 4 250nm off

CY62157EV30LL-45ZSXI 8 90nm off
CY62167EV30LL-45ZXA 16 90nm off

IS61WV204816BLL 32 40nm on
BS62LV1600EIP55 16 180nm on
LY62W20488ML 16 180nm on

Fig. 3. Pion and Proton SEU cross section for the Atmel SRAM with 95%
confidence level error bars.

lid-off, the last three lid-on. This is not expected to have a
significant impact on the beam energy with these particles.
Same datecodes were irradiated with both protons and pions.
In some cases, the same exact part was irradiated.

The same test logic was applied to both pion and pro-
ton irradiations. For SEU measurements, the SRAMs were
programmed with a checkerboard pattern and a fixed fluence
of 1010 π−/cm2 (p/cm2) was targeted. This was sufficient
to accumulate a statistically valuable amount of upsets. For
SEL measurements, the test was stopped once at least 100
events had been observed. Tests were performed only at room
temperature and within the datasheet nominal voltage. The
current threshold was set to 10 mA with a hold time of 0.6 s
and a reset time of 0.9 s.

All SRAMs have been irradiated under negative pions at
four energies ranging from 51 to 233 MeV. For protons, four
to six energies were selected in the 30-200 MeV range.

A direct comparison of proton and pion SEU cross sections
is available in Figs. 3-6 for each of the commercial references
previously listed. No matter the actual sensitivity of the single
part, the technological process or the fact that they were lid-
on or off, all the data point out that the pion cross section at
energies above 75 MeV is about a factor 1.5-2.5 higher than its
proton counterpart. Some of the measurements were repeated
during a second run and their outcome were very consistent
with the first round of measurements. This seems to indicate
that the uncertainty on the fluence is lower than what shown
by the error bars for the pion data.

Concerning SEL measurements, data are compared in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The data seem to confirm the same trend that
was observed with SEU for energies above 75 MeV. However,
in the SEL case, the cross section does not drop so sharply
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Fig. 4. Pion and Proton SEU cross section for the Cypress-45ZSXI SRAM
with 95% confidence level error bars.

Fig. 5. Pion and Proton SEU cross section for the Cypress-45ZXA SRAM
with 95% confidence level error bars.

and it is still higher than that of proton at 51 MeV for both
SRAMs by a factor 2-3.

IV. SIMULATIONS OF PION SEU CROSS-SECTIONS

The numerical data are retrieved through FLUKA-based
Monte-Carlo simulations. The basis of the simulations stands
in finding suitable parameters for the sensitive volume (SV)
model that would provide energy deposition events probability
whose fitting matches the proton experimental cross section at
184 MeV. The 184 MeV proton point is chosen because it
is used for the HEH approximation in mixed-field and, for
SEU, it is a good reference for the saturation cross section.
The attained Rectangular ParallelePiped (RPP) model size and
critical charge are then implemented for the simulations with
all other hadrons: charged pions, neutrons and charged kaons.

The analysis focuses on the ISSI SRAM, which is a
state-of-the-art technology. Its radiation response and RPP
modelling were benchmarked in [17]. A critical charge of
≈ 0.75 fC was found to be suitable in describing direct ion-
ization phenomena from low energy protons and it is retained
for this work. The paper also proposed a SV size of 250 nm
for the 40 nm technological node. A BEOL (back end of line)
SiO2 layer 6 µm thick is also added on top of the SV.

In this work, the SV size is taken as the free parameter of
the cubic RPP for the high energy proton data fitting. A side of
310 nm was chosen since it better approximates the 184 MeV

Fig. 6. Pion and Proton SEU cross section for the ISSI SRAM with 95%
confidence level error bars.

Fig. 7. Pion and Proton SEL cross section for the Brilliance SRAM with
95% confidence level error bars.

proton experimental point, 1.4 · 10−14 cm2/bit, whereas the
250 nm returned a cross section of 0.9 · 10−14 cm2/bit. A
larger volume better accounts from more spread drift and diffu-
sion collection mechanisms from higher energies. A validation
of the proposed model is reported in Fig. 9. The figure shows
that both proton and pion experimental cross sections are well
reproduced within a worst case factor 2 for protons at 50 MeV.
Discrepancies at this energy are likely due to the presence
of the plastic packaging as well as the absence of a detailed
BEOL material description. The numerical pion SEU cross
sections are calculated within an error of 25% at 100 MeV
and 45% at 50 MeV.

The model was run for six particles and nine energies
each to cover the 20 MeV - 24 GeV energy interval typical
of the CHARM mixed-field. The data are shown in Fig. 10.
According to the simulations, the pion SEU resonance is
restricted to the 75-250 MeV region. The resonance peak well
reproduces the factor 2 increase which was experimentally
observed.

The pion SEU experimental decrease below 100 MeV is
also reproduced by the strong lowering of the simulated pion
cross section at 20 and 50 MeV if compared to the enhanced
proton and neutron cross sections. However, the 50 MeV pion
point has the same magnitude as the 200 MeV proton point.
After the numerical results, this simple RPP seems capable
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Fig. 8. Pion and Proton SEL cross section for the Lyontek SRAM with 95%
confidence level error bars.

Fig. 9. Simulated cross sections for protons and negative pions and compar-
ison with experimental data for the ISSI memory.

of grasping all of the nuclear mechanisms affecting the pion
SEU cross section. The use of a nested RPP model [18] didn’t
provide significant differences.

The proposed RPP model with 0.75 fC critical charge and
310 nm size is retained for the later RHA implications since
it very well describes the resonance.

V. NUCLEAR INTERACTION MECHANISMS

The observed pion SEE cross section resonance is the re-
flection of the nuclear inelastic cross section (Fig. 11) for these
particles. The figure shows that within the concerned energy
range pions have a much higher probability of interacting with
the Si nuclei than the other hadrons do.

The characteristics of the secondary ions from π-Si colli-
sions are responsible for the SEU cross section behavior, too.
Such quantities were scored in FLUKA upon production to
quantify the differences between protons and negative pions
secondary recoils. Fig. 12 reports a quantification of the event
probabilities per incident particles for various linear energy
transfer (LET) intervals at 200 MeV. Pions are twice as effec-
tive as protons in generating low LET (< 5 MeV/(mg/cm2))
secondary ions and up to 50% more effective for intermediate
LET (< 10 MeV/(mg/cm2)) secondary ions. Similarly, there
is an excess of low Z recoils for pions if compared to protons
(Fig. 13). A similar higher fragmentation mechanism with

Fig. 10. Simulated cross sections for protons, charged pions, neutrons and
charged kaons over typical CHARM energy distributions for a RPP with
310 nm side and 0.75 fC critical charge.

Fig. 11. Reaction cross section in Silicon of protons, pions and neutrons
showing a resonance in the 100-250 MeV energy region. Obtained from
FLUKA.

more low LET secondary ions is responsible for the proton
and neutron SEU cross section enhancements above 1 GeV.

On the contrary, pion nuclear interactions release a smaller
amount of high Z (and high LET) recoils than protons. At
200 MeV this yield is not that effective in limiting the pion
SEU resonance. Fig. 14 also reports on the range of secondary
ions having a LET > 1 MeV/(mg/cm2) which confirms that
pion recoils are usually associated with a longer range than
proton recoils.

Fig. 15 shows the event probability distribution as a
function of LET when the energy of the incident particles
is reduced to 50 MeV. The pion yield is very similar to that
of protons for low LET secondary ions, but becomes > 50%
lower for intermediate and high LET secondary ions. This
is further stressed by the comparison of LET distributions
of the Si recoils, shown in Fig. 16. Pions are ineffective in
producing these recoils at intermediate and high LET since
the kinetic energy content that is imparted to the Si ions is
below 100 keV/n. As a result, Si recoils from π-Si interactions
above 6 MeV/(mg/cm2) have negligible probability of being
created when compared to the same recoils released by p-Si in-
teraction, which have high production probability up to a LET
as high as 12 MeV/(mg/cm2). Fig. 17 also reports the ranges
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Fig. 12. Yield of secondary ions produced by nuclear reactions as a function
of their LET for negative pions and protons at 200 MeV.

Fig. 13. Yield of secondary ions produced by nuclear reactions as a function
of their atomic number for negative pions and protons at 200 MeV.

of the secondary recoils with LET > 1 MeV/(mg/cm2) at
50 MeV. This figures shows that even though protons produce
a larger number of short-ranged recoils, pions can still produce
recoils with quite extended range.

The excess in low and intermediate LET recoils from
> 100 MeV pions is thus justified by a larger amount of
low LET recoils caused by higher interaction probability and
by larger fragmentation of the Silicon nuclei. This may also
explain why, in previous studies based on older technologies
[7], the pion resonance was sometimes not observed. If the
heavy ion LET threshold of the device is indeed higher than
6 MeV/(mg/cm2), then the enhanced production of low LET
secondary ions will not contribute to increase the SEU cross
section.

VI. RADIATION HARDNESS ASSURANCE IMPLICATIONS

The CHARM mixed-field is certainly a valuable mean
to assert radiation hardness assurance practices devoted to
the accelerator equipment qualification. The many different
positions with respect to the target in the irradiation room
allow maintaining the representativeness of many radiative
environments within the CERN accelerator complex, but they
can also be extended to various electronic equipment tests for
other environments, e.g. space. In this context, the interest is

Fig. 14. Yield of secondary ions produced by nuclear reactions as a function
of their range for negative pions and protons at 200 MeV.

Fig. 15. Yield of secondary ions produced by nuclear reactions as a function
of their LET for negative pions and protons at 50 MeV.

to assess if the pion SEU resonance can affect the radiation
response when compared to a standardized qualification made
with mono-energetic protons [19].

The actual HEH SEU cross section is a single value
determined by the contribution of a wide energetic multi-
particle spectrum. The HEH approximation claims that this
HEH SEU cross section can be assumed to be equivalent to
the 200 MeV proton SEU cross section. The approximation
stands in assuming that all the particles responses are identical
no matter the particle types and their energy above 20 MeV.

The nuclear interaction analysis and simulations performed
for the ISSI SRAM allows implementing a set of comparison
to determine the SER of this specific device based on the
simulated cross sections. Fluxes from each particle inside the
CHARM irradiation room are scored by simulating the model
of the facility. The SER can be obtained according to the
following approaches:

• by the integral of all particle fluxes above 20 MeV
multiplied by the 200 MeV proton cross section (HEH
approximation);

• by folding all particle fluxes above 20 MeV with the pro-
ton cross section curve as a function of energy (approach
typical of standards [19]);
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Fig. 16. Yield of secondary ions produced by nuclear reactions as a function
of their LET for Si recoils for negative pions and protons at 50 MeV.

Fig. 17. Yield of secondary ions produced by nuclear reactions as a function
of their range for negative pions and protons at 50 MeV.

• by folding each particle flux above 20 MeV with its own
particle cross section (the actual HEH cross section with
no approximation other than using simulation data and
excluding the neutron contribution below 20 MeV).

Fig. 18 reports a first comparison between the first and the
third SER calculation philosophies. This first comparison al-
lows drawing conclusions about the suitability of using mono-
energetic proton facilities for testing electronic equipment to
be installed in the accelerator. The comparison is made for
three significant positions inside CHARM (R5: LEO space-
like spectra, R10: accelerator and atmospheric-like spectra,
R13: accelerator-like spectra for very energetic environments)
and on a particle-by-particle basis. The graph shows that no
matter which approach is pursued, neutrons will dominate the
SER response in position R5 and R10 and they stand out as
the main contributor for position R13, too.

The pion response is the one which is less affected by
the HEH approximation. The differences for protons and
neutrons are higher. This is due to their increased cross section
between 20 and 100 MeV, shown in Fig. 10, compared to
their 200 MeV value which is taken as energy reference for
the HEH approximation. The SER of pions from the HEH
approximation is underestimated by just 10%, whereas those

Fig. 18. SER comparison between the HEH approximation approach and the
full particle folding approach. Data are reported by CHARM position and
further subdivided for protons (blue), pions (red) and neutrons (green).

Fig. 19. SER comparison between the proton only folding approach and the
full particle folding approach. Data are reported by CHARM position and
further subdivided for protons (blue), pions (red) and neutrons (green).

for protons and neutron by 33% and 42%, respectively. When
all contributions are summed up, the HEH approximation is
underestimating the SER by 33% in R5 and by 28% in R13.

A similar comparison between the folding of the proton
cross section (second approach) and the folding of all the cross
sections (third approach) yields very similar SERs. In this
case, the folding of the proton cross section may lead to slight
overestimations of the SER. Pions are also the particles whose
SER differs the most. This is mainly due to the 20-50 MeV
proton cross section being higher than the 20-50 MeV pion
cross section in an energy region where pion fluxes are not
negligible. The differences resulting from this comparison is
a 3% underestimation for R5 and a 10% overestimation for
R13.

To conclude, the pion SEU resonance is seen not to be
the main factor affecting the cross section estimations in a
mixed-field environment because, firstly, the SER is dominated
by neutrons (in the 20-100 MeV range, in particular) and,
secondly, because the peak pion flux does not correspond to
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TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN APPROACHES 2 AND 3 FOR LEO SER

PREDICTIONS.

SER proton test SER CHARM Ratio
Orbit (events/dev/hour) (events/dev/hour)

400 km, 98◦, Solar min 2.80 · 10−2 2.57 · 10−2 1.09
400 km, 51◦, Solar min 4.21 · 10−2 3.84 · 10−2 1.10
800 km, 98◦, Solar min 3.62 · 10−1 3.35 · 10−1 1.08
800 km, 51◦, Solar min 5.35 · 10−1 4.92 · 10−1 1.09

the resonance region. Testing an electronic device to be used
in the accelerator at a mono-energetic proton facility with
200 MeV protons (first approach) brings to an accelerator SER
underestimation of up to 33%, which is still quite satisfactory.
Performing standard proton cross section measurements at
multiple energies and folding the cross section with the actual
mixed-field fluxes (second approach) would lead to an even
better fit. This shows that there is no particular information
lost if pion and neutron responses are unknown. Fitting of
experimental data is expected to be even better since there’s no
experimental evidence of such a strong increase in the proton
and neutron cross sections at 20-100 MeV.

Another analysis can be done to study which is the level of
approximation introduced by testing a device in mixed-field for
a different environment than the accelerator, e.g. space. Still
using simulation data, the actual HEH SEU cross section that
would be retrieved from a CHARM experiment for the ISSI
SRAM is 2.29 · 10−14 cm2/bit. Multiplying this cross section
for some typical space fluxes (above 20 MeV and obtained
from OMERE [20]) would lead to proton-induced SERs which
are underestimated by 10% or less, see Table III.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of pion SER have been often overlooked
assuming that their cross section would match that of protons
and neutrons. Pions are nonetheless a central contributor to
the SEE response in accelerators. Their cross section was
experimentally observed to differ from that of protons for both
SEU and SEL in the energy region between 50 and 230 MeV.

The proposed numerical model confirmed that the SEU
response of pions strictly reflects the inelastic cross section
of π-Si collisions. The increased SEU cross section in the
75-250 MeV region was seen to be related to an enhancement
in the production of low and intermediate LET secondary ions.
The < 75 MeV drop in the pion cross section is also justified
by less effective production of intermediate and high LET
secondary ions at these lower incident energies.

The impact of the pion SEU resonance in a mixed-field
environment was assessed for the sake of radiation hardness
assurance practices. The resonant pion SEE cross section was
found not to affect the radiation response of a device in
mixed-field. Due to their higher fluxes, neutrons remain the
dominating contributor to the SEE global response.

Both the HEH approximation (200 MeV proton testing
only) and the proton cross section folding approaches were
shown to be reliable techniques for the SER prediction of

electronic devices to be used in the accelerator environment.
At the same time, the mixed field response was demonstrated
to be similar to that of a radiative field mainly composed
of protons, proving the suitability of using CHARM for
qualification of electronics to be used in proton or neutron
dominated environments.
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